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Welcome 
The weather is starting to get warmer, the days are 
starting to get longer. That can only mean one thing… 
It’s long course season. May is the start of the Long 
Course season and although it’s not as long as the short 
course season, it is an important training time for 
swimmers to continue to build upon their short course 
season training. The biggest change will occur when 
practice switches from the indoor pool to the outdoor 
pool in late May/early June. Training in a longer (40 yard 
compared to 25 yard) pool really allows the swimmers to 
master their stroke mechanics by having almost twice 
the distance of swimming “between the flags”. We are 
also more than halfway through the “spring” session, if 
you plan to keep swimming throughout the “summer” 
session, please make sure you contact Kristiana 
Stevenson at admin@jerseystormswimming.org 

 

Meet Updates 
The 2018-2019 meet schedule can be 
found on the team website under 
Events-Meet Schedule. Great job by 

all swimmers to continually improve each day. Your hard 
work is showing during competitions. 
 
FCA Spring Mini Meet 
While 8 and under swimmers aren’t able to compete in 
long course meets, there are still opportunities for the 
little ones to swim. Our first mini meet of the long course 
season was at Friends Central School. Coach Jessie 
took a few of the Bronze swimmers and had some great 
swimming at the end of April. Great job to our mini 
swimmers, one meet left this swim season! 
Best Times: Isabella Green, Alex Silipino 
 
GPAC LC Derby A/BB/C 
Jersey Storm had an excellent turnout at the first long 
course meet of the 2019 season. more than half of the 
team traveled to GCIT over Kentucky Derby weekend 
and definitely had a racing mentality. There were a few 
swimmers who swam races like the 100 fly for the first 
time EVER at the long course meet, we had a few 
swimmers make long course silver champs qualifying 
times, and every swimmer had at least one best time. 
Great work to all those that competed, next year we 

hope to bring the whole team! 
New Senior Champs Times: Liz Stevenson 
New Silver Champs Times: Jonathan Bucchere, 
Teagan Carroll, Olivia Case, Gennaro Dito, Kellen 
Fletcher, Maddie Fletcher, Mark Granit, Caroline Greco, 
Sophia Hogas, Mason Kloc, Julia Kopcho, Melinda Lee, 
Abbie Masters, Austin Morris, Alyssa Rauscher, Jacob 
Rauscher, Kate Severe, Peter Silipino, Jaxon Walsh, 
Claire Weisgarber, Ash Winton 
New AA Times: Liz Stevenson 
New A Times: Kellen Fletcher, Melinda Lee, Austin 
Morris, Jacob Rauscher, Ash Winton 
New BB Times: Jonathan Bucchere, Teagan Carroll, 
Olivia Case, Maddie Fletcher, Mark Granit, Caroline 
Greco, Mason Kloc, Julia Kopcho, Alyssa Rauscher, 
Kate Severe 
New B Times: Gennaro Dito, Sophia Hogas, Kaitlin 
Lawlor, Abbie Masters, Laasya Palakodeti, Maddie 
Schmid, Jaxon Walsh, Kaili Walsh, Claire Weisgarber 
Best Times: Jake Eklund, Bri Omalley, Liam Phang, 
Peter Silipino, Kelly Thoens, Lilly Vitale 

 
UPCOMING MEETS 
May 31-June 2 Lancaster YMCA LC A/BB/C 
June 23 FCA Summer Mini 
June 29-30 Boyertown YMCA LC A/BB/C 
July 10-13 MA LC Senior Champs 
July 18-21 MA LC JO’s 
July 26-28 MA LC Silver Champs 

 
SWIMMER OF THE MONTH 
Kaitlin Lawlor-Silver 
With April being a short month, it wasn’t easy to decide 
on a swimmer of the month. The team had a week off for 
spring break and many swimmers were away for a week 
during their school’s spring break. Kaitlin made the most 
of the time she had in the pool during the month of April. 
She really stepped up her training and leadership in the 
Silver group. Leading her lane, working on bettering her 
strokes, and pushing herself to her limit has really made 
an impression on Coach Steve. Because of her efforts, 
Kaitlin was named the April swimmer of the month. 
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“HELP-OTHER SWIMMERS ON MY TEAM 
ARE SWIMMING FAST AND I’M NOT.” 
BY OLIVIER POIRIER-LEROY May 09th, 2019 

Swimmers are comparison-making machines. 
We walk out onto a pool deck, look at who is in the 
water, and immediately rank and sort ourselves against 
how fast or slow they are going. 

● I could totally beat that person. 
● Oh, that swimmer has killer underwaters. 
● That swimmer could give me a run for my 

money.Holy chlorinated kickboards—that guy’s 
breaststroke kick is fast. 

The comparison-making we do isn’t even conscious. 
It’s not as though you have it in your mind that you are 
going to go storm over to the edge of the pool and watch 
who is in the pool and tally up where you rank. 
FUN FACT #1: IMPROVEMENT HAPPENS AT 
DIFFERENT RATES FOR ALL OF US. 
We use the clock and scoreboard to measure ourselves 
against other swimmers. Makes sense, but this is way 
too simplistic for any reasonable kind of 
comparison-making. Some kids grow a foot over a 
summer when they are 13 years old. Others grow slow 
and steady. Some kids master technique quickly, while 
others slowly work their way around to mastering it. 
Some kids peak at 16, while others don’t hit their stride 
until their mid-20s. You are on your own path. 
FUN FACT #2: COMPARISON-MAKING CAN BE 
MOTIVATING WHEN DONE PROPERLY. 
When I was a kid, we used to get a swim magazine to 
our home every two months that had national rankings 
for swimmers in each group. (A printed magazine… on 
paper… no app, no website. I know, I’m old, bro.) I 
would photo-copy the page with my competitors, 
highlight my name, and over the next two months try to 
march up as fast as possible up the rankings at 
subsequent meets.  
FUN FACT #3: COMPARISON-MAKING CAN BE THE 
SPARK TO ASK WHAT YOU CAN DO TO BE 
BETTER. 
Sometimes we need a kick in the butt that comes with a 
fast competitor. Rivalries and competition show us that 
it’s possible to be better, and can encourage us to look 
inward to see if we really are maximizing our preparation 
and efforts. Can you go to bed a little earlier? Can you 
spend ten minutes writing down and evaluating your 

workout? Can you take two minutes to get feedback 
from your coach on your technique? Can you do a 
couple extra race pace turns? Can you video your start 
to see where you can improve? Faster swimmers can 
push you to be more honest about where you can work 
harder. 
FUN FACT #4: NOW YOU HAVE SOMEONE TO 
CHASE. 
Seeing a teammate performing like a boss in practice 
should excite you. Why? Because now you have 
someone to race against. A challenger. Someone to 
chase after each day at practice. Use the performances 
of others to motivate you. One of the challenges of being 
top dog in the group or lane is that we tend to coast 
when we are crushing everyone. I always relished 
getting moved up a group to where I would be struggling 
to keep up with the faster swimmers. 
FUN FACT #5: WINNING IS ONLY MEANINGFUL IF 
YOU ARE ALSO IMPROVING. 
Beating others isn’t always that rewarding, especially if 
you aren’t improving. Ever notice the joy from a swimmer 
who places in the bottom of the results but drops a 
metric butt-ton of time? I’ve been there—improving was 
the real win. Ditto with the swimmer who wins gold, but 
isn’t thrilled since they swam significantly slower than 
their personal best time? It’s a bit of a hollow win. While 
we love to obsess over gold medals and winning, you 
can’t fake the satisfaction that comes from maximizing 
your talent and ability. What can you do to be better? 
What are the things you have control over? 
FUN FACT #6: COMPARISON-MAKING KNOWS NO 
LIMITS.  
Reality: There will always be someone faster than you. 
Even if you are the fastest of the fastest swimmers in the 
history of the sport today, there is someone out there 
who will someday knock you off. 
Work hard. Swim fast. See what you can do. 
In sum, the next time one of your teammates is putting 
an unmitigated beat-down on you in practice, check 
yourself before you wreck yourself with these quick 
questions and reminders: 

● Is comparing myself to them motivating me or 
not? How can I use their performance to make 
myself better? 

● Am I improving? Swimmers develop at their own 
rate—as long as you are progressing with your 
process, the gains you want will happen. 
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● There will always be someone faster. There will 
always be someone slower. 

                                                  


